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Book Chapters

Atanu Chaudhuri and K.N Singh (2010). Two period product choice models for 
commercial vehicles, The Art and Science Behind Successful Product Launches, 
Raghavan, N. R. Srinivasa; Cafeo, John A. (Eds). Springer Publication, 305 p,Pg 289-301,  
ISBN: 978-90-481-2859-4

Malay Bhattacharyya and Atanu Chaudhuri (2010). A Combined QFD and Fuzzy Integer Programming 
Framework to Determine Attribute levels for Conjoint Study, The Art and Science Behind Successful 
Product Launches, Raghavan, N. R. Srinivasa; Cafeo, John A. (Eds). Springer Publication, 305 p, Pg 243-256, 
ISBN: 978-90-481-2859-4

Our model helps in determining realistic prices of 
products in different economic conditions. 

Keywords: Choice based modeling - Two period model 
- Commercial vehicles 

Then a fuzzy integer programming (FIP) model is used 
to determine the appropriate TCs and hence the right 
attribute levels for a conjoint study. The proposed 
method is applied to a commercial vehicle design 
problem with hypothetical data

Keywords: Quality function deployment - Conjoint 
analysis - Fuzzy integer programming 

Abstract: 

Choosing products to launch from a set of platform 
based variants and determining their prices are some of 
the critical decisions involved in any new product 
development (NPD) process. Commercial vehicles are 
products, whose sales are closely tied with the 
economic conditions. The manufacturers have to 
choose the variants of the commercial vehicles to 
launch and sequence the product launches in such a 
way that profitability is maximized. We develop a two 
period model to choose the platform based variants, 
their prices and launch sequences with the two periods, 
spanning two economic conditions, for example boom 
and recession. 

Abstract: 

Chaudhuri and Bhattacharyya propose a methodology 
combing Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and 
Integer Programming framework to determine the 
attribute levels for a Conjoint Analysis (CA). The product 
planning decisions, however, are typically taken one to 
two years before the actual launch of the products. The 
design team needs some flexibility in improving the 
Technical Characteristics (TCs) based on minimum 
performance improvements in Customer Requirements 
(CRs) and the imposed budgetary constraints. Thus 
there is a need to treat the budget and the minimum 
performance improvements in CRs as flexible rather 
than rigid. In this paper, we represent them as fuzzy 
numbers instead of crisp numbers. 
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Research Publications

Journal Publications

Research Publications
Journal Publications

Payal Mehra,  2010,  An Experiential Class Assignment on Media Choice and Task Performance Journal of Organizational Behavior 
Education 3 © Neilson Journals Publishing, Edinburgh, Midlothian EH9 2EY, Scotland, UK .

Payal Mehra, 2010 , A Socio-Technical Perspective on New Media and Information Sharing in Government and Non Government Sectors in India: an Empirical 
Investigation' in Journal of Creative Communication, 4(1) 4563 Sage Publications, http://crc.sagepub.com

Pradeep Kumar, Bapi S. Raju, P. Radhakrishna, 2010, “A New Similarity Metric for Sequential Data”, International Journal of Data 
Warehousing & Mining (IJDWM), Vol 6, Iss 4, 16-32 pp, ISSN:1548-3924

Pradeep Kumar, Kishore Indukuri Varma, Ashish Surekha, Fuzzy based clustering algorithm for privacy preserving data mining, International Journal of Business 
Information Systems, Vol 7, Iss 1, 27-40 pp

The ability to convey one's ideas and collaborate both in 
person, and via electronic means, is essential in industry 
today. Despite the large body of literature on collaborative 
learning, few studies have explicitly compared peer learning 
in face-to-face (FtF) versus computer-mediated 
communication (CMC) situations for task performance. This 

study seeks to add to this body of research by exploring the effects of three modes of 
collaboration on interactive behavior and task performance of student groups 
working collaboratively on a selected case. In this context, I devised an assignment 
to enable my students to appreciate the differences between FtF communication 
and CMC in a simulated environment. Working in small groups, students were 
expected to synthesize, analyze and collate information with respect to a business 
case to generate an outcome or a 'decision' (usually in the form of a short report or a 
presentation) using media such as FtF communication, email and chat. 

The Information System discipline, studies the way individuals, groups and 
organizations use information. Although these methodologies have traditionally 
focused on the design of hardware, software and data aspects of the IS, newer (the 
so called 'soft') approaches, involve more consideration of human factors issues. 
These socio-technical methodologies incorporate a higher level of participation by 
system users and focus on identification of user needs and task satisfaction. This 
study examines how socio-technical factors (e.g. organizational climate and IT 
related issues) affect information sharing through their effects on perceived relative 
satisfaction with the new media (Email, Instant Messaging and Video Conferencing) 
in the government and non-government sectors in India, an emerging economy. The 
findings reveal a digital divide between the non government and the government 
sector. 

In many data mining applications, both classification and 
clustering algorithms require a distance / similarity measure. 
The central problem in similarity based clustering 
/classification comprising sequential data is deciding an 
appropriate similarity metric. The existing metric like 

Euclidean, Jaccard, Cosine, and so forth do not exploit the sequential nature of data 
explicitly. In this paper, the authors propose a similarity preserving function called 
Sequence and Set Similarity Measure (S3M) that captures both the order of 
occurrence of items in sequences and the constituent items of sequences. 

Sharing of data among multiple organsiations is required in many situations. The 
shared data may contain sensitive information about individuals which if shared may 
lead to privacy breach. Thus, maintaining the individual privacy is a great challenges 
involved in data mining, when data needs to be shared, privacy preserving data 
mining (PPDM) has evolved as a solution. The objective of PPDM is to have the 
interesting knowledge mined from data at the same time to maintain the individual 
privacy. This paper addresses the problem of PPDM by transforming the attributes 
to fuzzy attributes. Thus, the individual privacy is also maintained, as one cannot 
predict the exact value, at the same time, better accuracy of mining results is 
achieved. 

It was found that students preferred the FtF communication for brainstorming and 
CMC for information exchange and decision making tasks. Contrary to expectation, 
social interaction was not actively sought on the media; it developed as a by-
product of work related interaction. Above all, the assignment helped to debunk the 
popular myth (especially with MBA students who enter schools valuing finance, 
business strategy and marketing) that communication is mere 'commonsense' and 
reinforced the point that medium selection and message timing are critical in 
conducting business transactions successfully. The exercise helped in large 
measure to open the minds of the students to the need to give proactive thought to 
communication in business

Though technology has been continuously upgraded in most government 
organizations, the same cannot be said about communication. The study also 
reports wide gaps between the use, adoption and application of technology and 
what people desire socially. The study recommends structuring of the new media to 
harness data and information from participants

The authors demonstrate the usefulness of proposed measure for classification 
and clustering tasks. Experiments were conducted on benchmark data sets, that is, 
DARPA 98 and msnbc, for classification tasks in intrusion detection and clustering 
task in web mining domains. Results show the usefulness of the proposed 
measure. 

Id3 and Naive Bayes classification algorithms over three different data sets are 
used in the experiments to show the effectiveness of the approach.

Keywords :  privacy, preserving data mining, PPDM, fuzzy sets, decision trees, 
clustering algorithms, data sharing, multiple organizations, sensitive information, 
privacy breaches, data protection, individual privacy, fuzzy attributes, ID3, iterative 
dichotomisers, Naive Bayes classification, business information systems.
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Research Publications

Abstract: 

Coconut crop forms an important constituent of food basket 
of the people of Orissa and meets the economic needs of 

people dependent on its marketing. The study conducted in five coastal districts of 
Orissa, namely, Puri, Cuttack, Khurda, Ganjam, and Jagatsinghpur has examined 
the market chains for coconut to find the flow of product from farmers through 
different intermediaries to the consumers. Prices and market margins have been 
computed at the different stages of the chain in order to reflect the value addition 
through various participants of the chain. Marketing channels have been found to be 
well established in the state, particularly in the coastal areas. No major value 
addition is done by the players at any level. The existence of functional channels 
explains that production and marketing system of coconut in the state can manage 
both increased supply and increased demand. 

The study has observed a high ratio of vendors v/s farmers and aggregators v/s 
vendors in the channel. In spite of this high ratio, both vendors and aggregators are 
able to earn profit and are continuing the business. It is suggested that coconut 
based industries should be jointly promoted by state industry department, state 
agriculture department and Coconut Development Board.

 Niraj Kumar and Sanjeev Kapoor, 2010, “Value Chain Analysis of Coconut in Orissa”, Agricultural Economics Research Review, Vol. 23, pp 
411-418

Abstract: 

Talent management is about providing opportunities for people with the highest 
potential in an organisation to learn, develop, gain useful experience and progress 
in their careers. Process of managing talent includes stimulating and retaining the 
people who are destined to play a major role in the future of the organisation. India is 
facing a talent crunch today and one of the most highlighted sector-victim of the 
present times is the insurance industry. Talent management is the single biggest 
challenge faced by any high-growth industry, and, if the industry like insurance is 
growing at 25-30 per cent annum, there is the additional problem of getting good 
quality people in large numbers. The insurance industry in India being relatively new 
opened up to the private sector also limited the number of people with domain 
expertise. The European insurance companies also recognised the value of talent 
management and introduced the process in their organisation in the past. Although 
in many cases, there appeared a substantial gap between intention and reality. 

Abstract: 

India's rural population has been increased by 100 million mark in 2009.This 
population has been targeted by NABARD/SHGs/NGO's/MSME by offering various 
schemes and services (both on-farm and off-farm)  for better financial inclusion and 
better inclusive growth. The research focuses on the NABARD and its role in 
servicing the rural micro-enterprise sector.

The present study highlighted challenging factors of Indian 
insurance industry - a high-growth industry, a rapidly 
growing private sector and a limited number of people. The 
study included the initiatives taken by Indian insurance 
companies for managing the shortage of 'critical talent' in 
the industry. The study also included the formalised talent 
management and succession planning processes introduced by the European 
insurance companies in their organisations during the last decade. Important 
issues for talent management by the insurance companies in India in the present 
globalised scenario were elaborated in the study. 

The study has been undertaken for measuring customer's satisfaction regarding 
services quality offered by NABARD in the state of Haryana (India). The purpose of 
this empirical study is to obtain information about quality parameters of services 
provided by NABARD, to find out as to how much these parameters rate are as per 
the expectations of the customers. 

Conference/Seminar Publications

Gupta,N.K. and Gupta,R.K (2010) : " Issues and Strategies for Talent Management in Indian Insurance Industry " Paper presented in 
63rd All India Commerce Conference( Annual Conference of the Indian Commerce Association )" Organised by Goa University, Taleigao 
Plateau, Goa during 1-3rd October,2010.  

Atanu Chaudhuri & K.N. Singh, "Two Period Product Choice Models for Commercial Vehicles”, Paper presented by Atanu Chaudhuri a 
2 day research workshop and symposium organized by  General Motors India Science Lab at Bangalore during 12-12th November  2010

Gupta,N.K , H J Ghosh Roy & Sanket Vij (2010) : " Role of NABARD in Rural Entrepreneurship : An Emprirical Study of Services Quality and Customer 
Satisfaction in Haryana" Paper presented in 63rd All India Commerce Conference( Annual Conference of the Indian Commerce Association) Organised by Goa 
University, Taleigao Plateau, Goa during 1-3rd October,2010
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Book Reviews
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Awards

Payal Mehra (2010). International Case Conference 2010 organized by IMT-Nagpur at Goa International Centre (16-18 November 2010) 
'Communicating in a Crisis: the Case of Jet Airways'

Samir K Srivastava,  “A Big Deal”,  Logistics Times, Volume 1, Number 7, November 2010, pp. 29-31.

Anuradha Manjul, PR & MR Officer, (2010), “Communication for Management”, Prof. Roshan Lal Raina, Ifthikhar Alam, Faizia Siddiqui, Word Press, Lucknow, 362 
Pg, reviewed in LBS Journal of Management & Research, Vol 8, Jan - Jun 2010, No. 1, 155 Pg, pp. 150-151, ISSN 0972-8031 

Prof. Pankaj Kumar, was the keynote speaker in the panel discussion on “ Better team performance through empowerment of yourself and others “. The panel 
discussion was organised by Association of Knowledge Workers, Lucknow and Indian Industries Association (IIA) on November 15, 2010 in Lucknow.  

Gupta,N.K , H J Ghosh Roy & sanket Vij (2010) : " Role of NABARD in Rural Entrepreneurship : An Emprirical Study of Services Quality and Customer Satisfaction 
in Haryana" Paper presented in 63rd All India Commerce Conference( Annual Conference of the Indian Commerce Association )" Organised by Goa University, Taleigao 
Plateau, Goa during 1-3rd October,2010.This paper was awarded SILVER MEDAL as BEST BUSINESS ACADEMIC OF THE YEAR
AWARD-2010

Abstract: 

IThe case is presented in a narrative format of a real life 
scenario involving Jet Airways, a private airline operating 
from India. The central idea of the case is communicating in a 
crisis and the role of the business leader as communicator. 

The case presents the organizational communication issues faced by Jet Airways 
during the retrenchment crisis and the call to strike given by its pilots in the year 
2009. The overriding issues the protagonists face in this case are: Could 
communication with the pilots and the staff have been different than what it was? 
Could the crisis been averted if effective internal communication strategies were in 
place? Finally, what is the best way to communicate to media as well as employees 
in a crisis?

Abstract: 

More than ever before, there’s an emerging need to deliver 
better, innovative and greener products all over the world 
faster and cheaper. Product Life-cycle Management (PLM), 
the seamless integration of distribution and reverse logistics, 

is becoming a necessity for the future competitive market.

It is the life-cycle decision-making support system that provides a means for 
management optimization through the analysis of various parameters collected 
during the life of a product
. 
The full article can be accessed at:
 http://issuu.com/rajmisra/docs/lt_novemeber_2010_for_net/28

The teaching note includes: (1) the abstract; (2) the learning outcomes; (3) target 
audience; (3) use in instructional sequence; (4) Functions of the students in the 
case study and assignment questions; (5) teaching themes and lessons from the 
case; and (6) readings and references. It does not contain an analysis of the case. 
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Management Development Programs
Forthcoming 

S.No Program Title Program Director Dates Venue

IIM Lucknow Noida 
Campus

IIM Lucknow Noida 
Campus

IIM Lucknow Campus

IIM Lucknow Campus

Prof. Rajeev Kumra

Prof. B K Mohanty

Prof R. L Raina

December 16-17, 2010

December 6-8, 2010 

December 22-23, 2010

December 20-22, 2010

International Conference in association with the Athenian Policy 
Forum (APF)

Managerial Decision Making under Uncertain Environment

Executive General Management Programm for COLT Executives

Effective Written Communication

1

3

2

4

IIM Lucknow Campus

IIM Lucknow Campus

Mumbai

IIM Lucknow Campus

Prof R.K. Srivastava /
Prof Rahul Pandey

Prof. Himanshu Rai

Prof Abhishek Nirjhar /
Prof Archana Shukla

Prof. Saji K.B. Nair January 10-21, 2011

January 14-15, 2011

January 6-8, 2011

January 10-12, 2011

Managing Marketing

Optimal Supply Chain Planning: Tools for Strategic and Tactical 
Decisions

Strategic Business Negotiation and Communication

Overcoming Managerial Challenges: A Problem Solving Approach

7

8

5

6

S.No Program Title Program Director Dates Venue

IIM Lucknow Noida 
Campus

IIM Lucknow Noida 
Campus

IIM Lucknow Noida 
Campus (on Campus 

Module)

IIM Lucknow Noida 
Campus

Prof Archana Shukla

Prof Ajay Singh

Prof. Ajay Singh

Prof. S C Bansal

Prof. Ajay Singh/
Prof. Abhishek Nirjar

November 10-12, 2010

November 22-26, 2010

November 15-19, 2010

November 22-26, 2010

November 29-December 
01, 2010 

General Management Programme for GAIL at GTI, Noida (In-
company programme)

Developing global leaders for the executives of Bharat Electronics 
Ltd.

Seminar on “Doing Business in India” for Executive MBA Students of 
MIP, Milano 

Strategic Finance for Non Finance Executives of Bharat Electronics 
Ltd.

e-MDP on Executive Global Business Management Programme 

1

3

2

4

5

Concluded 
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Events during the month
Lucknow Campus

The workshop was conducted by Mr. Vaidya Nathan, a certified trainer who works in 
close association with brands such as JP Morgan Chase, Citibank and Deutsche 
Bank. More than 150 students attended the workshop where Mr. Vaidya Nathan 
used excel calculations to succinctly describe the fundamentals of derivative 
pricing and DCFS to the students. 

The key note speakers for this year’s panel discussion were - Mr. Atul Khosla 
(Country Head, Oliver Wyman), Mr. V Bunty Bohra (CEO, Goldman Sachs Services 
India), Mr. Vikas Vasal (Executive Director, KPMG), Mr Sanjiv Bhasin (GM & CEO, 
DBS Bank) and Mr.Suresh Senapaty (ED & CFO, Wipro Ltd.) and Mr. Amitabha 
Ghosh (Former Governor, RBI). Mr. Bhupesh Bhandari, Senior editor at Business 
Standard, was the Master of Ceremony. 

The event was well-received by both the faculty and the students.

Samvit – the Annual Leadership Summit of IIM Lucknow – was held at IIM Lucknow 
campus on the 27th- 28th of November 2010. Conceptualized as a two day event, 
Samvit 2010 featured industry-academia interactions through multiple channels, 
including panel discussions, inter B-school and industry-participated competitions, 
workshops and guest lectures. The star attraction of the summit however was the 
Leaders’ Panel discussion which saw industry leaders and policy makers meet at 
the IIM Lucknow campus to ideate on a central theme. The theme for Samvit 2010 
was “Financial Regulation & Development in India: Challenges & Prospects.

Samvit 2010 was declared open by Dr. Subir Gokarn, the Deputy Governor of RBI, 
on the 13th of November 2010. Mr Gokarn laid the foundation for the summit by 
defining the theme which broadly covered the financial health of the country as 
regards Efficiency, Stability, Transparency and Financial Inclusion in the Economy. 

A financial workshop was organized to educate the students about the intricacies of 
derivative trading, investment banking and corporate banking. 

IIM Lucknow’s much awaited premier management event, INDEX 2010, kicked off 
to much fun and frolic at Colvin Taluqdar College grounds on 20th November, 2010. 
The excitement in the air could be clearly felt in the 16th edition of the biggest 
marketing research event of the country. The atmosphere was abuzz with lot of 
activities throughout the day.

There were many game stalls being put up by the students of IIM Lucknow for the 
city people, who were clearly enjoying every bit of it. Apart from the market research 
stalls, INDEX offered a lot more for the general public.

The day started with Lucknow Idol to find the singing sensation of the city. Several 
other informal activities such as Mimicry, Housie, and Balloon Shaving etcetera took 
place throughout the day, keeping the crowd excited and entertained. 

Crowd was especially appreciative of the Street Plays on the issue of Road Safety, 
which was conducted by Index as part of its CSR initiatives. The evening was set 
ablaze with the wonderful dance performances by many teams in Footloose, the 
Choreonite

However the first day’s highlight was undoubtedly the captivating performance by 
the internationally renowned exponent of flute, Pandit Hari Prasad Chaurasia under 
the banner of SPICMACAY. This show was organized as part of the Star Nite by 
Index in collaboration with SPICMACAY IIM Lucknow chapter. The performance by 
Pandit Hari Prasad Chaurasia was a big crowd puller. Second day saw larger 
crowds coming to enjoy the stalls and also the Rock Show and music performances 
by 3.4 – IIML’s own music band

Samvit 2010

INDEX - 2010
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Events during the month

The Director of IIM-L, Dr. Devi Singh, commended the Bhavishya 
Committee for continuing their contributions to social organizations 
around IIM Lucknow year after year. Bhavishya Coordinator, Smriti 
Tiwary said after the tournament, “We are very grateful to all 
contributors for enabling us to continue the infrastructure development 
work which we started last year at Rajkriya Balgriha, and also to work 
with Baccho Ki Duniya this year.”

The summit was initiated with the business plan contest 
`Spardha', in the general category and ̀ Samridhhi’, in the social 
categor The event was a battle of ideas from sustainable 
product recovery and recycling to social cause of helping the 
NGOs of India in providing better education to economically 
deprived sections of society.  The event witnessed participation 
from top-notch business schools like IIM Ahmedabad, NITIE, 
IIFT, Delhi, RGIPT besides the host college. The participating 
teams found it challenging as well as exciting to present their 
business plans to be judged by a panel. It was team ̀ Nirvana’ of 
IIM-L which was declared the winners in the General B-Plan 
category and team ̀ Delly Bellys' of IIFT, Delhi were the winners 

in the Social B-Plan category. The points for all the teams were pretty close, thus, 
indicating the superior level of competition and quality

Harmony Cup, the Annual Fund Raising tournament of 
IIM Lucknow, was organized successfully from 14th – 
17th November, 2010, by Bhavishya, the Social 
Initiatives Committee of IIM Lucknow.. 
This year the funds will be used for helping the NGO 
‘Baccho Ki Duniya’ to setup a school for underprivileged 
children and to develop the infrastructure at the 
orphanage, Rajkriya Balgriha. The sponsors for this year 
were Midnight Bakers, Subway, Pizza Hut and N-Arkx 
Engineers and Consultants. Special mention must be 
made of Team Pulse who contributed generously for the 
event.

The entrepreneurship cell of IIM, Lucknow conducted 
NIRVAAN, 2010, the annual entrepreneurship summit 
on 14th Nov, Sunday. 
Based on the theme `Ideation, Innovation, Inclusion’, 
the summit had generated enough enthusiasm among 
the student community to make them come up with 
business ideas not only for their individual success 
but, for the society as a whole. The entrepreneurship 
cell of IIM-L provided a unique opportunity for the 
prospective and budding entrepreneurs by bringing 
them into contact with venture capitalists, investors, 
mentors, experienced entrepreneurs and brightest 
brains of the country.

Diwali was celebrated at IIM Lucknow on 5th November with much gusto and 
participation from all students. As part of the celebrations, which were organised by 
the Student Council, there was a special Diwali pooja at 7PM in the Mess. The 
students were requested to come dressed in Ethnic Wear. There were special gifts 
for the Best Dressed Male and Best Dressed Female which were given out after the 
pooja. Prof. Ajay Garg did the judging.
This was followed by crackers and students zealously participated in the 
celebrations which went on for nearly an hour. Mess Committee had organised a 
special dinner too

In memory of Manjunath, a ‘candle light march’ and ‘pledge of integrity’ was 
organized at IIM Lucknow and 14 other colleges across India on 19th Nov. Other 
colleges participating in the march this year are: IIM Ahmedabad, IIM Bangalore, IIM 
Lucknow – Noida Campus, IIM Indore, IIM Kozhikode, IIM Shillong, XLRI 
Jamshedpur, XIMB Bhubaneshwar, TAPMI Manipal, IMT Ghaziabad, SIBM 
Bangalore, SP Jain Institute of Management and Research Mumbai, TISS Mumbai 
and Narsee Monjee Institute of Management Studies.

Harmony Cup 2010

Nirvana 2010

Diwali Celebrations

IIM Lucknow salutes Manjunath Shanmugham

Inauguration of 1st Floor Mess Extension at IIM Lucknow
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Events during the month
Noida Campus

Eminent speakers from the industry participated in the two panel 
discussions. Professor Sushil Kumar from IIM Lucknow - an expert on 
climate change and CSR issues - moderated the panel discussions.

The pre-lunch session focused on ‘Sustainability: A Business 
Imperative’. The panelists were Mr. Subir Hazra (VP Strategic 
Planning, GMR Group), Mr. Karandeep Singh (MD, Sapient India), Mr. 
Poul V. Jenson (Director, European Business Technology Center), Mr. 
Ajay Davessar (Global Head - Green Initiative, HCL Technologies). 

Sharing his thoughts on traditional Indian culture and values that were 
based on principles of sustainability, Prof. Sushil Kumar referred to a 
survey conducted by Havas Media that Indian consumers are second 
only to the Japanese in terms of environmental-consciousness, and 
are most sensitive to corporate attitudes towards sustainability.

The event was well-received by both the faculty and the students

Students of IIM Lucknow gained some remarkable insights 
from eminent industry personalities during the Leadership 
Summit, Udyam 2010, held recently at the NOIDA  Campus.

With a view to provide insights to its students on 
implementing sustainability in businesses and discuss 
current trends, IIM Lucknow organized its Leadership 
Summit – Udyam 2010 - on November 13 at its NOIDA 
campus with the central theme, “Architecting 
Sustainability”. 

Dr. Devi Singh, Director, IIM Lucknow, delivered the keynote 
address and emphasized the need for businesses to 
incorporate ‘sustainability’ in their business models. He also 
laid importance on the growing awareness on 
environmental and social issues and to equip MBA students 
with better perspectives to manage businesses. 

Udyam - IIM Lucknow Leadership Summit
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From the Press
Name of the Publication :  Times of India
Edition                              :  New Delhi
Date                                  :  1/11/10 

Name of the Publication :  Deccan Herald 
Edition                              :  Bangalore
Date                                  :  4/11/10 & 11/11/10

Name of the Publication :  Amar Ujala
Edition                              :  New Delhi
Date                                  :  14/11/10 

Name of the Publication :  The Statesman
Edition                              :  New Delhi
Date                                  :  19/11/10 

Name of the Publication :  Financial Express
Edition                              :  New Delhi
Date                                  :  8/11/10 
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From the Press

Name of the Publication :  Financial Express
Edition                              :  New Delhi
Date                                  :  4/10/10 

Name of the Publication :  Economic Times
Edition                              :  New Delhi
Date                                  :  4/10/10 

Name of the Publication :  Economic Times
Edition                              :  Kolkatta
Date                                  :  4/10/10 
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From the Press

Name of the Publication :  Economic Times
Edition                              :  New Delhi
Date                                  :  04/11/10 

Name of the Publication :  Economic Times
Edition                              :  New Delhi
Date                                  :  20/11/10 

Name of the Publication :  Economic Times
Edition                              :  Mumbai
Date                                  :  22/11/10 
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From the Press

Name of the Publication :  Business Standard
Edition                              :  New Delhi
Date                                  :  4/11/10 

Name of the Publication :  Financial Express
Edition                              :  New Delhi
Date                                  :  26/11/10 

Name of the Publication :  The Times Of India
Edition                              :  New Delhi
Date                                  :  2/11/10 
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From the Press
Name of the Publication :  Financial Chronicle
Edition                              :  New Delhi
Date                                  :  2/11/10 
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From the Press

Name of the Publication :  Financial Express
Edition                              :  New Delhi
Date                                  :  24/11/10 

Name of the Publication :  The Telegraph
Edition                              :  Kolkatta
Date                                  :  16/11/10 
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From the Press

Team Samavaya 

Bharat Bhasker (Professor in Charge)
Corporate Communication & Media Relations

Indian Institute of Managemet, Lucknow.
Prabandh Nagar, Off Sitapur Road Lucknow - 226013

Phone : 91-522-2736670 / 2736671, Fax : 91-522-2734025. 
Email: bhasker@iiml.ac.in, ccmr@iiml.ac.in

Designed by : Anuradha Manjul, (PR&MRO)

Name of the Publication :  Business Standard
Edition                              :  New Delhi
Date                                  :  8/11/10 


